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Abstract. Euclid is the next ESA mission devoted to cosmology. It aims at observing most of
the extragalactic sky, studying both gravitational lensing and clustering over ∼15,000 square
degrees. The mission is expected to be launched in year 2020 and to last six years. The sheer
amount of data of different kinds, the variety of (un)known systematic effects and the complexity
of measures require efforts both in sophisticated simulations and techniques of data analysis.
We review the mission main characteristics, some aspects of the the survey and highlight some
of the areas of interest to this meeting.
Keywords. cosmology: cosmological parameters, gravitational lensing, dark matter, large-scale
structure of universe
1. Overview
Science. Euclid is an ESA Cosmic Vision mission (Laureijs et al. 2011) mainly devoted
to the study of cosmology, namely precise measurements of the expansion factor a(t) and
of the growth of density perturbations, δρ/ρ, whose power spectrum is P (k). This will be
achieved via two main probes: (i) gravitational lensing [WL] via exquisite shape measures
+ photoz of over a billion of galaxies and (ii) the clustering of galaxies via accurate
redshift mostly obtained by emission lines, measured through a slitless spectrograph.
An important aspect of Euclid is the contemporary use of additional cosmological
probes (to WL and clustering add clusters of galaxies – counts, density profiles and
mass function –, the Integrated Sachs-Wolfe, and possibly high-z SNe) and their overall
complementarity. Moreover, it is possible to study not only the geometry but also the
detailed evolution of density perturbations: the information on the growth factor (usually
parametrised as d ln δ/d ln a ∝ Ωγm, where for dark matter dominated models is γ ∼ 4/7)
allows one to better differentiate among competing classes of models, such as dark energy
vs. modified gravity (see Fig. 1, and Amendola et al. 2013).
Moreover, both the variety of data and the large sky coverage (∼ 15, 000 sq. deg. in the
wide survey) will yield a wealth of information which will be crucial for several areas in
astronomy, yielding a large legacy value to Euclid databases. Also the deep fields (∼ 40
sq. deg. observed repeaditly to reach two magnitudes fainter than the wide survey) will
be unique for these purposes (Laureijs et al. 2011).
Instruments and observations. In Euclid direct contributions to ESA are provided by an
international consortium [EC], lead by Y. Mellier, which comprises most of european
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2. Scientific Objectives 18 
2.2.2 Test of gravity 
The standard approach to dark energy, discussed in the previous section, deals with accelerated expansion 
within the framework of a nearly isotropic and homogeneous solution of Einstein’s theory of gravity. An 
alternative approach to understanding the apparent acceleration of the Universe is to ask whether there is 
something wrong with either the theory itself, or else the way we use it. For instance, the real Universe is 
certainly not perfectly homogeneous and isotropic, and since GR is a non-linear theory, corrections could 
become important and can lead to the similar observational signatures as accelerated expansion. This class of 
explanations for the dark energy, often dubbed “backreaction”, is expected to generically lead to a violation 
of the Copernican test described at the end of this section. But first we discuss the more common second 
alternative where the equations of GR are modified. 
Modified Gravity: Although we know that gravity is the main long-range force that shapes our Universe, 
we have very little direct information on it at scales beyond the solar system. The gravitational interaction 
has been studied exclusively in the laboratory and in systems of a size comparable to the solar system. On 
galactic and extragalactic scales there is little direct observational evidence that the interactions of ordinary 
matter, dark matter and dark energy are indeed described by standard GR. Even models that radically depart 
from canonical gravity, such as Bekenstein’s Tensor-Vector-Scalar (TeVeS) theory, cannot be convincingly 
ruled out. The problem is further exacerbated on cosmological scales. And even if we had precise knowledge 
of gravity today we still could not exclude significant deviations in the past. The exploration of gravity 
beyond the “here” and “now” is one of the most exciting goals of cosmology and Euclid is well posed to 
make unprecedented advances (see Figure 2.4). 
Recently, a vast array of alternative theories of gravity capable of explaining the acceleration has been pro-
posed. These theories include: a) the addition of an extra gravitational scalar field, as in scalar-tensor theories, 
or in f(R) or f(G) modifications of the Hilbert-Einstein Lagrangian; b) models motivated by superstring/M-
theory with extra spatial dimensions which lead to theories, in which gravity is modified on large-scales such 
as popular Dvali-Gabadadze-Porrati (DGP) model; c) models with more complicated corrections to gravity 
due to vector fields or bi-metric (such as TeVeS) and multi-metric theories where gravity and matter respond 
to different metrics. Some of these concepts have a long history; extra-dimensional Kaluza-Klein theories 
were proposed in the 1920s and the Brans-Dicke scalar-tensor model in the 1960s. This reminds us how 
difficult - and how urgent - it is to make progress in testing gravity on large scales, in addition to the problem 
of cosmic acceleration. 
 
Figure 2.4: a. (left) behaviour of ȍDE(z) for ȁCDM (black line) and two models with identical background expansion 
(DGP, red, and a quintessence model with the same w(z), blue). b. (right): Growth factor įm (in arbitrary units) for the 
same models (here įm is the integral of the growth rate f(a) defined in the text). Although DGP and the quintessence 
model cannot be distinguished by measuring w(a), they lead to a different growth rate. 
As discussed in the previous section, in GR there is a clear relation between the expansion rate H(z) and the 
growth of structure, implying for ȁCDM a growth index Ȗm=0.55. A deviation of the measured Ȗm from this 
value would point towards a large-scale modification of gravity. In the weak gravitational field limit 
appropriate for cosmology, a very general picture for cosmic dynamics requires the existence of two space-
time dependent gravitational potentials: ĭ, which measures spatial curvature and Ȍ which measures time-
dilation (akin to Newton's gravitational potential). In standard gravity these two potentials are identical and 
linked to the matter fluctuations by the relativistic version of the classical Poisson equation. In contrast, in 
Geometry Dynamics
Figure 1: Effect of dark energy on the evolution of the Universe. Left: Fraction of the
density of the Universe in the form of dark energy as a function of redshift, z, for a model
with a cosmological constant (w = −1, black solid l e), and two models with identical
background expansion: quintessence with a different equation of state (blue dashed line),
and a modified gravity model -DGP- (red dotted line, with w0 = −0.77 and wa = 0.29,
with w = w0 + wa(1 + z)/z). In all cases, dark energy becomes dominant in the low
redshift U iverse era probed by Euclid. R ght: Growth factor of cosmic s ructures for
the same three models. Only by adding at l w re shifts the mea ur of the gr w h of
structure ( ight panel) to measure of t e geometry (left panel) a modification of dark
e ergy can be distinguished from that of gravity because of t e different predicted growth
rate. Weak lensing and clustering measure both effects.
nations (as of today ∼ 1200 participants from over ∼150 institutes) and provides the
two instruments VIS and NISP. VIS (Cropper et al. 2012) is an optical imager well
matched to the telescope sampling (see Fig. 3), while NISP (Prieto et al. 2012) can take
either slitless spectra or NIR photometry in the Y, J, H bands. EC is also providing the
Ground Segment data analysis, which will be carried out in several data centers. Also
NASA contributes to the mission with the NIR arrays and therefore a selected number
of US scientists participate as full members to the EC.
The Euclid spacecraft has stringent requirements on operations in order to minimise
systematics and maintain the superb optical quality over a large field of view. This in
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The core: ~0.5 sq/degs, VIS & NIR 
Focal Plan s, lots of  pix ls !!!
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6. Elementary Observation Baseline 
 
(Section EC, joint elementary observation definition of operation). 
(EC System) 
 
 
6.1. Survey Field Observation Sequence 
6.1.1. Definition and key Parameters 
 
The elementary block of observation of the Euclid Survey is a Survey Field (definition according to Euclid 
mission and payload definitions and associated methodology, SRE-PA/2010.099/TO) which is defined as the 
maximum Geometrical Field of View siz  common to both VIS and NISP instrument fields of view. 
 
The geometrical Field of View is the sky area limited by the contour of the focal plane array of a given 
instrument (VIS or NISP) projected onto the sky. The contour is defined by the first pixel line or columns of 
the detectors on the edge of the FPA as indicated on the next figure. 
 
Visible FPA: 36 VIS CCD 
NIR FPA: 16 H2RG
 
Figure 6-1: VIS (left red ensquared area) and NISP (right red ensquared area) Geometrical FoV. 
 
With the current definition of the instruments, the joint VIS/NISP Survey Geometrical Field of View is: 
• JOINT_FOV_x= 0.763° 
• JOINT_FOV_y= 0.709° 
 
The x and y field orientations are defined in the figure 6-2. 
 
36 16(0.1” pix) (0.3” pix)
~44’ side
cf  Planck: here ~ O(billion) of  pixels for field, plan ~ 30,000 fields 
Figure 2: The focal plane f the two instruments VIS and NISP. The joint FoV is ∼0.5
sq. degs.
Euclid space mission 3
Figure 3: The telescope will operate in a step
and stare fashion. Precise thermal stability re-
quires to observe orthogonally to the sun, lim-
iting time visibility of areas at low ecliptic lat-
itudes.
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EUCLID Definition Phase Study, MDR, ESTEC, 18.11.2010
3 Sky Survey Geometry
 Wide survey
 Sky area of 20.000deg2
 Galactic latitudes |b|30deg
 90% coverage required
 Deep survey embedded
 Deep survey
 Shall not impair wide survey
 Sky area of 40deg2
 20deg2 near ecliptic poles
 Each field observed 40 times
ecliptic coordinates
Hammer projection
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3 Sky Survey Geometry
 Step & stare observation
 Observation in strips of consecutive fields
 4 dither frames per field
 2.5% overlap at each side of the field
 Instantaneous FoV = 0.7040.787 deg2
patch
trip
field
10deg
10deg
0.787deg
0.704deg
xs
yssun spacecraft
rotation
step 1
step 2
step 3
spacecraft
tilt
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EUCLID Mission 
$ Launcher: Soyuz ST2-1B from Kourou
$ Direct injection into tranfer orbit
- Transfer time: 30 days
- Transfer orbit inclination: 5.3 deg
$ Launch vehicle capacity: 
- 2160 kg (incl. adapter)
- 3.86 m diameter fairing
$ Launch  2018
$ Mission duration: 5 years
Advanced Studies and Technology 
Preparation Division
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EUCLID Ground Segment 
$ Mission Operation Centre 
at ESOC (Darmstadt, Germany)
$ Science Operation Center 
at ESAC (Villafranca, Spain)
$ Ground Stations:
- Cebreros antenna
- Daily science communication: 
~ 850 Gbits in K band (26 GHz)
- Command and control in X band
6
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Looks like CMB 
satellit s but with 
step & starein part 
!
OLD
For stability need 
to always observe 
orthogonally to 
the sun
region visibility: twice/yr at ecliptic 
plane (1deg/day), max at ecliptic 
poles (always).!
                     spin 2 behaviour
urn translates in the need of observing always orthogonally to the sun and in a step
and stare scan strategy (see Fig. 2) which approximately covers ∼ 20 fields, i.e. ∼ 10
quare degrees, per day. The sun-angle constraints imply only few days of visibility for low
ecliptic latitudes and that perennial visibility (needed to satisfy specific needs of cadence
for calibration purposes) is achieved only over two circles of 3 deg radius centered on the
ecliptic poles. This forces to set the position of the deep fields as close as possible to the
ecliptic poles. The Southern one cannot be centered because of the location of the Large
Magellanic Cloud. Details are given in Amiaux et al. (2012) and Tereno et al. (2014).
Galaxy density for WL: want the overall average > 30 /sq arc min
max 
zodiacal 
backgr
extinction 
& stars
Ecliptic coords
Figure 4: Euclid expected galaxy density on the sky [counts/arc min2] g as a function of
average zodiacal background and extinction. These galaxies have S/N>10 with a limit
of Mab = 24.5 (wide optical filter) and minimum size of FWHM[gal]>1.25 FWHM[PSF]
Each field is observed in four identical sequences but for small dithers (Laureijs et al.
2011; Amiaux et al. 2012). In each sequence first the longest exposures for spectra (NISP)
and morphology (VIS) are taken at the same time, then these are followed by a sequence
of three photometry exposures in Y, J and H band (change in filters would perturb the
VIS exposure, so no data are taken during this phase). The four slitless exposures will be
4 Roberto Scaramella et al.
taken with a red grism (∼ 1.25–1.85 µm) but with three different main orientations for
the dispersion direction, to take care of possible line contamination in spectra caused by
nearby objects. Also a blue grism (∼ 0.92–1.3 µm) will be present on board to be used
on the deep fields. This will extend the wavelength spectral coverage in a way which is
very important for legacy purposes (e.g. line ratios; Laureijs et al. 2011).
2. Data models and systematic effects
The large number of sampled objects (see Fig. 4) and the wide area coverage (see
Fig. 5) translate into a good sampling of all scales of interest such that a very good
modelling and control of biases is needed for Euclid so to reach its primary science goals.
Therefore a lot of work continues to be done on these aspects, taking also advantage of
Figure 5: Window function
(binned) coefficients (we plot the
customary `(` + 1)W`) obtained
via Healpix routines Gorski et
al. 2013 for two different sky
coverages (Amiaux et al. 2012,
Tereno et al. 2014).
experience on real data from ground based surveys or in similar situations (e.g. HST,
also slitless). We list some of these efforts which, though often advanced, in part will
benefit in the next years also from new or developing techniques in statistical analysis.
Important aspects are: Shear bias and PSF modelling (Cropper et al. 2013); intrinsic
color gradients across galaxy profiles, of particular importance for Euclid because of the
wide optical filter (Semboloni et al. 2013); the so-called “noise bias” (Viola et al. 2014).
Another crucial issue is the Charge Transfer Inefficiency (CTI), which originates from
radiation damage on CCDs. This causes trailing of charges and therefore shape distortions
in a complex, non-linear way. Strenuous efforts went into modelling it in HST, GAIA and
Euclid (Massey et al. 2013, 2014). Spectral completeness and purity estimates require
extensive and complex 2D simulations of spectra to estimate contamination, extraction
and misclassification of emission lines (see Zoubian et al. 2014) to assess completeness
and purity of the spectroscopic sample.
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